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The sooner you start the better.
It should be obvious that the longer you do something the better you will become at it
especially if you’re focused on getting better.

Val Kilmer started acting at a very young age and got used to being directed by his
younger brother and got used to being in front of a camera at a young age.

People put off getting started on something they want to become good at or a goal they
want to pursue because it will take a long time. The time is going to pass anyway. Get
started!

“If you believe something enough, it becomes real.”
Be careful with this one. If you believe something to be real that is clearly not true or real
this can create delusion. However, this practice is something that not only Val Kilmer has
used throughout his life, it’s also a practice that many visionaries use to realize their
dreams. 

A key point here is that Val Kilmer backed his beliefs with 100% commitment and
massive action. Many people are seduced by the idea of simply convincing themselves
that their dreams are coming true without backing them with commitment and action. This
will only lead to delusion instead of the realization of your dreams.

“Don’t let go of your illusions though when they are gone, you may still exist, but you have
ceased to live.”         -- Mark Twain

Competence creates confidence, which creates more competence, which
creates more confidence…
The only true way to build lasting confidence is to back it with competence. As Val
Kilmer cultivated competence in the craft of acting, his confidence grew. As his
confidence grew he took more chances and tried new ways to expand his acting ability
which led to more competence, which then led to more confidence in his ability.
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Early encounter with death and confronting his mortality.
This is a common occurrence in the lives of very successful people. When Val Kilmer’s
younger brother dies at the age of 15, Val is forced to face death and the brevity of life.
He could have become depressed and he could have given up his dreams thinking
“What’s the point if we’re all going to die someday?” Instead, he does the opposite and
pours himself into his work for his own life and the shortness of it and as a way to honor
his brother’s life.

Balance seriousness with playfulness.
Val Kilmer is a romantic, which adds to his charisma. He allows himself to adapt and
change without clinging to any particular way of being. Playfulness makes it possible for
him to not take himself too serious. When things don’t go his way, he doesn’t get stuck.
He remembers to have fun.

Close family and social ties.
Val Kilmer was very close to his parents and he is very close to his kids, which can be
seen in the documentary. People who have strong connections feel supported and more
free to explore possibilities without the fear of failure. They also feel like they’re a part of
something bigger than themselves, which is both safe and empowering. 

When life disappoints us, instead of getting bitter, change perspective.
I rank this one as Val Kilmer’s greatest super power. 

When Kilmer loses the lead roll in a Broadway play to Kevin Bacon and then loses the
second best roll because Sean Penn takes the lead, he doesn’t become bitter. He
changes perspective. Instead of wanting leading rolls, he decides to go for the rolls that
will transform him.

What we can learn from this is any time our expectations are not fulfilled, change
expectations especially to something you have more control over. If we expect life to
bend to our will, we will often be disappointed, angry, and bitter, which will hold us back.
Accept what happens and then change your expectations in order to get what you want. 
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Dedicate and Commit yourself fully to what you want.
Val Kilmer would dedicate himself to acting roles for movies in which the director had not
even hired him yet and in many cases the director passed on Kilmer. Most people would
never put so much effort into something if someone else could just simply say “No”. Such
dedication though can move mountains and Kilmer did. He was willing to do what most
actors would not be willing to do because he was completely committed to his craft. When
you commit to something so fully and you accept that you might not get what you want,
you cannot not succeed. It’s a paradox.

Constant self-reflection.
Val owned video cameras throughout his adulthood and used them as a means to self-
reflect as well as perfect his craft. This enabled him to make constant improvements and
adjustments to his life and his acting ability. 

Video is not the only way to self-reflect. Journaling and meditating are great as well. Find
a form of self-reflection that works for you.

Thoughts from my journal:

No matter who you are and no matter what you want, getting it, having it, being it, living it,
creating it takes committing to it fully. It’s also not supposed to be easy and it’s not
supposed to be hard, but it absolutely should make you happy and you should enjoy the
journey. If you’re not, something is not right. 

How does one become a master of something?
Total dedication combined with fulfillment in the process of mastering your chosen craft.

How does one keep going when you fail, when you’ve worked hard at something and it’s
suddenly taken from you?
Don’t get bitter. Change perspective.


